ABOUT US
BWB is a multi-award winning engineering and environmental
design consultancy with a proven reputation for technical
excellence and exceptional Client satisfaction.
We are entrusted by a diverse range of public and private
sector Clients to deliver increasingly complex and challenging
projects across the UK. We take great pride in delivering our
projects on-time, within budget and in an environmentally
sustainable manner. More than that, when appropriate, we
will challenge convention to deliver enhanced value
for our Clients.
BWB’s integrated, multi-disciplinary capability enables us to
plan, design and deliver successful projects across a broad
spectrum of development sectors. Our highly professional
and personable service, delivered by talented people with
a passion for excellence, ensures Clients consider BWB to be
their valued and trusted advisor.
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PROVEN RELIABILITY
We build trusted relationships with Blue
Chip clients and major public bodies.
BWB’s award-winning team blends seasoned experience of solid
delivery with the eternal fascination of enthusiastic engineers.
Our people are empowered by the potential of digital
engineering, willing to challenge convention, but focused
relentlessly on how they can deliver increasingly effective
results for Clients and Stakeholders.

“They’ve just got
that edge. They are a
little bit more passionate
and hungry to make sure
schemes really work.”
John Long. Development Director. Igloo

“They are very Client focused and
responsive. For me, that’s what cuts
them apart and why I’m very happy
working with them.”
Jerry Holmes. Head of Development. Qatari Diar
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MULTI DISCIPLINARY EXPERTISE
Buildings | Environment | Infrastructure | Rail
BWB’s transformation over the past 5 years has
been remarkable. Through planned organic
growth and targeted acquisitions, we are able
to offer a substantial depth of resource and
expertise. With a growing geographic reach
and a comprehensive delivery capability, we
are increasingly seen as one of the UK’s leading
multi-disciplinary engineering consultants.  
Our fully integrated, multi-disciplinary
capability encompasses the whole Client
journey. From environmental and transport
planning we can remain with our Clients for
the life of their infrastructure or building asset,
through design, construction, operation,
maintenance and renewal stages.

In 2017 BWB became part of the global
transport engineering giant CAF Group.
The transaction gives BWB greater financial
resilience and stability and through CAF
Turnkey Engineering access to an even
deeper pool of resource and expertise.
Together BWB and CAF will be able to
play a leading role in digital engineering,
Smart Cities, and colossal
investment in infrastructure,
not just here in the UK
but across the world.

75,000

1,500,000

2,000

Student rooms
built

Sq.ft retail space
constructed

Miles of roads
constructed

10,000,000

500,000

10,000

2,000

Sq.ft office space
constructed

Homes &
apartments built

Acres of land
remediated

Classrooms
built

150,000,000

10,000

2,000,000

Sq.ft distribution space
constructed

Transport/Environmental
planning related consents
granted

Sq.ft GP and healthcare
facilities constructed
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATORS,
PIONEERING & CREATIVE IN
UNCERTAIN TIMES
Ours is a world on the move
The old ways of designing and delivering buildings, communities
and the infrastructure that connects them are being rapidly
overtaken by the demand for better, faster, cheaper solutions.
While you can’t buy certainty, you can invest in experience –
the kind of experience which views digitally-enabled technology
as a better route to robust, reliable delivery.
At BWB we see these technologies opening up new horizons
in the Built and Natural Environments and in Transport
and Infrastructure.
Through the BWB Group’s Digital and Data innovation company,
Deetu, we continue to develop Award Winning intelligent digital
tools to enable us to confront challenges and drive improved
performance. To find out more, visit www.deetu.com.
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AWARD WINNING,
EMPLOYER OF CHOICE
BWB is as an Employer of Choice, accredited by Best Companies
and Investors in People Gold Standard, with a string of prestigious
awards for our people development programmes.
We are passionate about ensuring that BWB remains a great
place to work. We continuously strive to create a working
environment that encourages and enables our talented and
ambitious people to develop creative and innovative
solutions to complex challenges.
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Harnessing The
Expertise And Creativity
Of Our People To Create A
Better, More Sustainable World
BWB is an agile organisation excited by the ways in which Big Data,
Smart Connectivity and Innovative and Intelligent Design can be
applied to the Built and Natural Environments, and to Transport
and Infrastructure, to meet the rising expectations of our
restless, urbanising world.
Collaborative, committed and commercially-minded, BWB’s focus is
clear: attract the best creative talent, deploy the best technology,
develop the best relationships and deliver the best
results – always with the Client in mind.

BWB HEAD OFFICE
5th Floor, Waterfront House, Station Street,
Nottingham NG2 3DQ
0115 924 1100

nottingham@bwbconsulting.com

bwbconsulting.com

